GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF TASMANIA INC
SPECIALTY CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 17TH February 2019
AM SHOW
Held at the club grounds New Norfolk
Judge: Mrs Robyn Knuckey (WA)
GSDCT Championship Show Summation
The show was well organised in general for a small club and committee. The hospitality of the
weekend was excellent, and all exhibitors and spectators were friendly, and the general atmosphere
of the show was very good. The trophy table for a small show was also very good. The gun test was
completed in the Open classes. Congratulations to the GSDCT.
There were 32 entries in the show with 25 exhibited on the day. There was only 1 long stock coat
presented in the show, with 2 entered. There were some animals that were very large, but only one
animal measured oversize. The gun test did impact in the open female class, with 1 female being
dropped a grading due to her reaction to the gun.
There were 13 stock coat males entered with 9 presented. The winning Open male was of very high
quality and a clear winner on the day and well within the standard for size – Macho vom Lamorak.
There were 16 stock coat females entered, with 14 presented on the day. The challenge female was
from the Junior class, only just 12 months of age, but again of very good quality and at the correct
stage of development for a young female – Amarada Misschief Makin (Odin daughter).
With small classes and overall numbers, it is difficult to comment in detail on type in line with virtues
and fault trends. Overall, some lovely youngsters that show very good promise. There are a couple
of animals with notable faults that are commented on in their critiques.
The dominant sire was Macho vom Lamorak, as expected as resident in Tasmania. With 8 progeny
entered and 6 presented in the show and 3 class winners. The progeny was from 4 different dams.
He had some high quality youngsters, showing very good proportions, lovely type and good
definition of sexes. It will be interesting to watch the development of these puppies and see if they
fulfil their promise as youngsters.
I would like to thank my assistants in the ring, Alison, Carol and Jeanie.
In conclusion, I wish all owners and breeders the very best with their animals and I will watch the
development of my young winners with a great deal of interest. Thank you to all for the privilege to
judge your animals.
Robyn Knuckey

CAT PLACE GRADING EXHIBIT:
JUNIOR DOG Long Stock Coat
1

1

VG

LUCSAM HUSSLER AZ 11/11/17
S: *Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D: *Hasenway Maggie May(IID)

Brd/EXH:Lucsam Knls
Height 66/Depth of Chest 30.5 Very large, medium strong masculine, very good pigmented long
stock coat male. Very good masculine head and expression, good masking, very good eye colour.
Good length of neck, very good wither, firm back, croup could be slightly longer and better laid. Very
good forequarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
not quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development. Steps cow hocked going, not
quite correct coming, throws the right wrist. Shows very good ground covering movement. The
stability in the hindquarter should be more pronounced.
LSC Challenge Dog

#1

Best LSC

#1

BABY PUPPY DOG Stock Coat

6

1

VP

Jayshell Treadstone (AI) 25/10/18
S: *Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) a ED D: *Ch Jayshell Kenzie AZ

Almost 4 months. Medium strong, expressive, well proportioned, well pigmented, masculine puppy
with overall very good balance and type. Very good head and expression, eyes could be slightly
darker, ears yet to firm. High wither, firm back, well laid croup. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulations, correct fore and underchest development for age. Steps with normal puppy looseness
going and coming, Shows very good ground covering movement.

5

2

VP

HASENWAY DANGER MAN 04/09/18

S:*Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu ) a ED D:*Zicke Vom Feuermelder (Imp Deu)a ED
5 1/2 mths. Masculine, black and gold puppy with very good substance and type for age. Very good
head and expression, ears still to firm. Good wither, firm back, well laid croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Stands not quite correct in front, steps slightly loose going and correct
coming with normal puppy looseness. Balanced ground covering movement with good sequence of
steps.

3

3

VP

ALDERHAUS BRUCIES BOY 02/09/18

S:*Oak Vom Haus Iskander AD.BH IPO 1.(Imp Deu) a ED D:*Alderhaus Touched By An Angel AZ
5 mths. Medium strong, well pigmented, masculine dog, slightly compact body proportions. Good
wither, firm back, croup could be a bit better laid, balanced angles, very good length of foreleg.
Steps correct going and coming, normal puppy looseness for age. Balanced movement with good
overall firmness.

PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT

7

1

VP

BRONBORO PET SHOP BOY 27/02/18
S: *Schaaeferhund Rafael AZ D: *Siegen Peggy's Charlee AZ

11 1/2 mths Medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type and overall
proportions. Good head and expression but could be a little stronger. Good length of neck, good
wither, firm back, well moulded croup. Good forequarter angulation, very good length of upper arm.
Deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with very good length of foreleg, good
underchest development. Slightly narrow going, correct coming, elbows need to be a little firmer.
Balanced and expansive movement. Very firm and dry.

Junior Dog Stock Coat

10

1

VG

CASTASTAR INCOGNITO 03/02/18
S: UK CH*Conbhairean Freddie a. Ed.Ipo 2 D: Ch.Castastar Evita Hic

Height 66/Depth chest 30. 12 mths Medium strong, well proportioned dog of overall very good
type. Masculine head and expression, good eye colour, slightly wide ear set, good length of neck,
level wither, croup could be slightly longer and better laid. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Presented slightly out of coat. Steps correct going, slightly narrow in front where the
elbows should be firmer. Balanced ground covering movement. Could be a little drier.

9

2

VG

KASSAAR PEARSON 21/01/18
S: Versace Vom Ersten Platz (Imp Deu) Ipo 1 D:Kassaar Yosie

Height 66/Chest 31. 15 mths Very large, very well pigmented, well proportioned dog of overall good
type. Strong masculine head with praiseworthy strength of skull and foreface, but stop too
pronounced. Incorrect ear set. Level wither, firm back, croup could be longer and better laid. Good

forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, good length of
foreleg, slightly upright pasterns. Steps correct going and coming, elbows need be a little firmer.
Shows very good ground covering movement.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT

11

1

VG

RONANLINE BACK IN BLACK (AI) 18/03/17
S: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ D: *Glenbala Fantastic Craze AZ

Height 65/chest 31 22mths Large, medium strong, substantial, well proportioned dog of very good
type. Very good head and expression with good masculinity. Good length of neck, good withers, firm
back, well placed croup. Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be a little longer,
very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development, stands with an
incorrect front and bowing of the foreleg bones, steps slightly loose going, steps incorrect coming
the left wrist turns right out. Shows very good ground covering movement, very good top line and
overall firmness.

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
12

1

EX

*MACHO VOM LAMORAK (Imp Deu) a ED 20/08/13
S: *Fulz Di Zenevredo D: *Biene Vom Lamorak

Height 65/Chest 30.5 5 1/2 yrs Large, strong, masculine, substantial, well proportioned male of very
good type. Masculine head and expression with good eye colour and masking. Very good length of
neck that fits well into high withers, firm back and good croup. Very good forequarter angulation,
the lay of the upper arm could be slightly better, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front, pasterns should be a little firmer. Good fore and under chest development. Steps slightly
narrow going, correct coming with good firmness of elbows. Shows powerful dynamic, far reaching
movement, where overall firmness is convincing. Was gunsure.

15

2

EX

CH* ROXAMBURG PINBALL WIZARD (AI) 13/01/16
S: *CH Orrinshir Elton John AZ D:*Roxamburg All About Moiye Roxet AZ

Height 64.5/Chest 31 3yrs Above medium size, medium strong, well proportioned dog of overall very
good type. Good head and expression, eye colour should be darker. Overall the muzzle should be a
bit stronger. Good wither, firm back, well moulded croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Stands correct in front, pasterns slightly upright. Good fore and slightly short
underchest development. Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks, steps correct coming
where the elbows should be a bit firmer. Very good ground covering movement. Presented slightly
heavy on the day. Was gunsure.

Challenge Dog Stock Coat

# 12

Reserve Challenge Dog Stock Coat

# 10

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT

16

1

VP

HASENWAY DIXIE CHICK 04/09/18

S: *Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) a ED D: *Zicke Vom Feuermelder(Imp Deu) a ED
5 mths Impressive baby female with good substance, well proportioned and overall richly
pigmented and of very good type. Very good length of neck into a good wither, strong back, well
moulded croup for age. Very good angulations. Very good height to depth ratio. Steps with normal
puppy looseness going and correct coming. Shows balanced ground covering movement.

17

2

VP

ROXAMBURG REBEL FOR KICKS 15/09/18

S: *Hasenway Montgomery AZ D:* Roxamburg Luka Me AZ
5 mths. Slightly elongated, well pigmented baby female of overall very good type. Feminine head
and expression, eye colour could be darker. Good wither, firm back, croup could be a little longer.
Absolutely correct in front. Balanced angles of the fore and hindquarter. Normal puppy looseness
going and coming. Shows balanced movement.

18

3

VP

ROXAMBURG SUMMA ROSE 23/09/18
S: Ch*Tuabu Midnight AZ D: Ch*Roxamburg Harley's Rose AZ

5 Mths. Well pigmented, feminine female of overall very good type. Ears yet to firm. Good fore,
slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Level wither, slight roach at this stage, Stands correct in front,
step slightly cow hocked going, correct coming, with normal puppy looseness. Shows balanced
movement, the reach could be a little freer.

19

4

VP

KARRAINE MAGICAL MISS MINKA (AI) 11/11/18

S: *Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) a ED D: *Ch Karraine Token From Ruby AZ
3 Mths Strong and substantial, well proportioned, well pigmented female of very good type.
Feminine head and expression, good eye colour. Good wither, firm back, croup could be slightly
longer and better laid. Balanced fore and hindquarter angulations, good length of foreleg, stands

correct in front, correct going and coming. Shows good ground covering movement balanced reach
and drive.

MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT

20

1

VP

ZUMBROZAC FRANKENSTEINEN 28/06/18

S:* Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen D:*Roxamberg Harley's Halo
7 1/2 Mths. Medium strong, well proportioned, very well coloured female of overall very good type.
Feminine head and expression with good masking. Good length of neck, good wither, firm back,
croup could be slightly longer and better laid. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter
angulations. Stands correct in front with good length of foreleg, good fore and underchest
development. Steps correct going and wide coming. Shows very good overall balanced movement.

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT

21

1

VP KADAMA RED HOT RAVEN 07/04/18
S: *Juwika Destroyer (Imp Deu) D: Karraine Hayley's Legacy (AI)

10 Mths. Medium strong, substantial, well proportioned female of very good type. Very good
feminine head and expression, eye colour could be a bit darker. Good wither, firm back, croup could
be slightly longer and better laid. Balanced angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Stands correct in
front, steps correct going with good firmness, correct coming, the elbows should be a little firmer,
she should not become any deeper in the underchest. Shows overall balanced movement.

JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT

25

1

VG

AMARADA MISSCHIEF MAKIN (AI) 06/02/18
S: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche (Imp Deu) D: Amarada Little Bit Mischievious AZ

Height 60/Chest 27. 5 , 12 Mths. Large medium strong, substantial, well proportioned female of
very good type. Feminine head and expression, eye colour should be darker. Good length of neck,
high wither, firm back, well moulded croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations, correct
fore and underchest development for her age. Slightly out of coat. Steps cow hocked going, correct
coming, elbows should be firmer. Shows very good ground covering movement with correct reach
and drive.

22

2

VG

KARRAINE K FOR KARTIER 05/10/17
S: CH Swartzic Super Bentley D: Karraine Rose Gold

Height 61/Chest 27.5. 16 Mths. Very large, well proportioned female of very good type. Strong
feminine head and expression, eye colour could be darker. Good wither, firm back, croup could be
longer and slightly better laid. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in
front, pasterns should be a little firmer, steps slightly loose going, correct coming, elbows should
remain firmer. Shows very balanced movement with very good sequence of steps

24

3

VG ROXAMBURG SET TO SPARKLE 12/12/17
S: *Hasenway Montgomery AZ D: CH *Roxamburg Single Lady AZ

Height 60.5/Chest 27, 14 Mths. Very large, medium strong, well proportioned, slightly compact
female of very good type. Feminine head and expression with good masking, medium eye colour,
short neck, level wither, firm back, croup could be slightly longer and better laid. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulations, good fore and slightly short underchest development. Steps slightly
close going, correct coming. Shows good ground covering movement.

23

4

VG

LUCSAM HAVANA AZ 11/11/17
S: *Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D: *Hasenway Maggie May(IID)

Height 61/Chest 27.5, 15Mths. Very large, medium strong, well pigmented, well proportioned
female of very good type. Very good head and expression, good masking, medium eye colour. Good
length of neck, level wither, firm back, croup could be longer and better laid. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Pronounced fore and slightly short underchest development, stands
correct in front with good length of foreleg, steps slightly narrow going, correct coming with good
firmness of elbows. Shows balanced movement, marred by the peak over the top line.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT

27

1

VG

* ROXAMBURG THE CHILL FACTA AZ 05/05/17
S: *Xeno Von ARJAKJO (Imp Deu) D: CH*Roxamburg Hot Chilli AZ

Height 58.5/Chest 26, 21Mths. Above medium size, medium strong, well proportioned feminine
bitch of very good type. Feminine head and expression, eye colour needs to be darker. The overall
strength of muzzle should be stronger. Good length of neck, level wither, firm back, croup is well laid
but could be a little longer. Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be longer and

good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct going and coming, elbows could be a little firmer. Shows
good ground covering movement, maintaining a firm topline.

26

2

VG

RONANLINE GO WITH THE FLO AZ (AI) 18/03/18
S:* Fremont Hells Bells AZ D: *Glenbala Fantastic Craze AZ

Height 62/Chest 29.5, 23Mths. Over size, strong and substantial, well proportioned female of very
good type. Strong but still feminine head, praiseworthy strength of skull and foreface, slightly wide
ear set. Good wither, firm back, croup of good lay but could be slightly longer. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulations. Stands not quite correct in front, very good length of foreleg. Overall
pigmentation of the saddle should be stronger. Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks.
Shows very good ground covering movement ,however the drive could be more effective.

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT

32

1

VG * FRIEDENTAL SPICES SAFFRON AZ 20/02/17
S: *Schaeferhund Rafael AZ D:* Friedental Hot N Spicy AZ

Height 61/Chest 28, Not quite 2yrs. Very large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured, female of
very good type. Very good head and expression, the stop could be more pronounced, good eye
colour. Good length of neck, good wither, firm back, croup is of good lay but could be slightly longer.
Good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development. Steps
slightly loose going, correct coming with good firmness of elbows. Shows dynamic movement with
very good reach and drive. Was gunsure.

30

2

VG Ch*KARRAINE SHOW DOLL 17/04/15
S:CH*Swartzic Super Bentley AZ D: CH* Karraine Rose Gold AZ

Height 60/Chest 28, 3yrs 10Mths. Large medium strong, very well proportioned, well pigmented
female of very good type. Feminine head and expression with good strength of foreface, good length
of neck, good wither, firm back, croup of good angle but could be slightly longer. Good fore where
the upper arm could be better angled, good hindquarter angulation,. Stands correct in front with
good length of foreleg. Good fore and underchest development. Steps correct going with good
firmness of hocks, correct coming, elbows should be firmer. Shows very good balanced movement.
Showed a reaction to the gun, and was penalised a grading to Very Good

SC

Challenge Bitch: 25

SC Reserve Challenge Bitch 32

Best In Show

12

Runner up Best in Show

25

Best Baby Puppy In Show 16
Best Minor Puppy In Show 20
Best Puppy In Show

21

Best Junior In Show

25

Best Junior LSC

1

Best Intermediate In Show 27
Best Open In Show

12

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF TASMANIA INC

17/2/19

PM SPECIALTY SHOW - JUDGE: MR SALVATORE PITTELLI ( SA)

CAT Grading Place
1

VG

1

Exhibit

Long Stock Coat

LUCSAM HUSSLER AZ 11/11/17
S:*Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D: *Hasenway Maggie May (IID)

Height 66/Chest 30. 15Mths. Very large, strong substantial, well pigmented
long stock coat male of very good type. Very good head and expression, correct
shape and carriage of the ears, strong upper and lower jaw. Very good length of
neck, high long wither, straight firm back, slightly short croup. Very good forequarter

angulations, long clean underline, very good hindquarter angulations. Moves slightly
close going, correct coming, stands correct in front. Shows strong powerful balanced
movement.
LSC Challenge Dog: 1

STOCK COAT BABY PUPPY DOG

4

VP 1 HASENWAY DIAMOND JACK 04/09/18
S:*Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D:* Zicke Vom Feuermelder (Imp Deu)
5Mths. Strong substantial, well pigmented male of very pleasing type. Very good
head and expression, slightly large ears, good eye colour, strong upper and lower
jaw. Very good length of neck, high long wither, straight firm back, well set croup, but
could be set a little longer. Very good chest proportions for age, very good forequarter
angulations, very good underline, very good hindquarter angulations. Steps correct
going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, stands correct in front. Shows very
good movement with very good firmness overall for age.

5 VP 2

HASENWAY DANGER MAN 04/09/18
S:*Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D: *Zicke Vom Feuermelder (Imp Deu)
5 Mths. Strong substantial young male of very good type. very good head and expresssion, very good eye colour, strong upper and lower jaw. Very good length and
strength of neck, high wither, firm back, very good croup which could be slightly longer.
Very good chest development, very good forequarter angulations, long clean underline,
very good hindquarter angulations. Steps correct going and coming, stands correct in
front, pasterns yet to firm. Shows good movement.

6 VP 3

JAYSHELL TREADSTONE (AI) 25/10/18

S: *Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D:CH*Jayshell Kenzie
3.3Mths. Medium size, medium strong, well pigmented male of very good type. Good
head and expression, good eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, straight firm
back, good position of croup, which could be slightly longer. Good forequarter angul-

ations where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, good underline, very
good hindquarter angulations. Steps correct going and coming, stands correct in front.
Shows good movement with good overall firmness.

3 VP 4

ALDERHAUS BRUCIES BOY 02/09/18
S:* Oak Vom Haus Iskander IPO1 (Imp Deu) D: *Alderhaus Touched By An Angel
5Mths. Medium size, medium strong, very well pigmented male of very good type.
Very good head and expression and very good eye colour, well shaped and set ears.
Normal wither, straight back, short and steep croup, good forequarter angulations,
where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations.
Steps correct going and coming, stands correct in front. Shows good movement,
but would like to see the wither carried higher.

STOCK COAT PUPPY DOG

7 VP 1

BRONBOREO PETSHOP BOY
S: *Schaeferhund Rafael

27/02/18

D: *Siegen Peggies Charlee

11Mths. Large, medium strong, well pigmented male of very good type, shown slightly
out of coat. Good head and expression, good ear set, good length of neck, normal
wither, firm back, good croup which could be slightly longer. Good chest development,
very good forequarter angulations, very good underline, very good hindquarter angulations. Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, stands correct in
front. Shows good movement with good reach and drive, however I would like to see him
firmer overall.

STOCK COAT JUNIOR DOG

10 VG 1 CASTASTAR INCOGNITO 03/02/18
S: UK CH* Conbhairean Freddie IPO2 D: Castastar Evita AZ Hic Et
12.2Mths. Height 65.5 Chest 29.5 . Very large, medium strong, good pigmented male
of good type. Good head and expression, the eyes should be darker, the planes of
the skull is not quite correct. Good firmness of ears, good length of neck, normal wither
firm back, good position of croup which could be longer. Good forequarter angulations,
the upper arm could be longer and better angled, good chest development, good underline, very good hindquarter angulations. Steps correct going with good firmness of hocks
and correct coming, stands correct in front. Shows very good movement. Presented
out of coat.

9 UN/GR 2 KASSAR PEARSON 21/01/18
S:*Versace Vom Ersten Platz IPO1(Imp Deu) D:Kassar Yosie
Height 65.5 Chest 30.13Mths. Very large, medium strong, well pigmented dog of
good type. Good head and expression with pronounced stop, good eye colour, good
good strength of upper and lower jaw, ears are not firm for his age, good length of
neck, high wither, straight firm back, short steep croup. Good chest development,
good forequarter angulations where the upper arm could be better angled, good
underline, very good hindquarter angulations. Steps correct going with good firmness
of hocks and correct coming, stands correct in front. Shows good movement where
both the hindquarter and front reach should be more pronounced.

STOCK COAT INTERMEDIATE DOG

11 VG 1 RONANLINE BACK IN BLACK (AI) 18/03/17
S:*Fremont Hells Bells D:*Glenbala Fantastic Craze
Height 65.Chest 30. 22Mths. Large, strong, substantial male of very good type.
Good head and expression with good eye colour, well set and shape of ears, very
good length of neck, high long wither, firm back, good croup which could be slightly
longer. Balanced chest proportions, very good forequarter angulations, clean long
underline, very good hindquarter angulations with strong firm hocks. Steps correct
going and coming, stands correct in front. Shows strong powerful balanced movement.
Very good ring manners.

STOCK COAT OPEN DOG

12 EX

1 *MACHO VOM LAMORAK (Imp Deu) 20/08/13
S: *Fulz Di Zenevredo D:*Biene Vom Lamorak
Height 65 Chest 30. 5.6 yrs Large, strong, substantial, well pigmented male of excellent
type. very good head with a noble expression, praiseworthy is the strength of upper
and lower jaw, very good shape and size of ears. Balanced proportions. Very good
length and strength of neck, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the
croup. Balanced chest proportions, very good forequarter angulations, long clean
underline, very good hindquarter angulations with strong short hocks. Steps correct
going with very good firmness of hocks, correct coming. Shows strong powerful
balanced movement. Excellent ring presentation.

15 EX 2

*CH ROXAMBURG PINBALL WIZARD (AI) 13/01/16
S:*CH Orrinshir Elton John D:*Bekannte All About Moiye Roxet
Height 64.5 Chest 30. 3 Yrs. Above medium size, medium strong, well pigmented dog
with very good body proportions. Very good head and expression, very good eye colour,
very good upper and lower jaw, very good set and shape of ears, good length of neck,
normal wither, firm back, good position of croup which could be slightly longer. Good
forequarter angulations with steep upper arm, long clean underline, very good hindquarter angulations, moves correct going with good firmness of hocks and correct
coming, stands correct in front. Shows good movement, where the overall ligamentation
should be firmer.
Challenge Dog - Stock Coat 12

Reserve Challenge Dog 11

STOCK COAT BABY PUPPY BITCH

16 VP 1 HASENWAY DIXIE CHICK 04/09/18
S:*Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D:*Zicke Vom Feuermelder (Imp Deu)
5Mths. Medium size, medium strong, well pigmented, very good head with good eye
eye colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw, good ear set, good length of neck,
high wither, firm back, good length of croup, good chest proportions for her age, very
good hindquarter angulations, moves correct going, hocks could be firmer, correct,
coming, stands correct in front. Shows good movement with good overall firmness.

17 VP 2

ROXAMBURG REBEL FOR KICKS 15/09/18
S:*Hasenway Montgomery D:* Roxamburg Luka Me
5Mths. Medium size, substantial, well pigmented, slightly elongated female, good
head and expression, eye could be darker, good firmness of ears for her age, slightly
short neck, good wither, firm back, good croup. Good chest development, good fore

quarter angulations with steep upper arm, long clean underline, very good hindquarter
angulations. Moves correct going with good firmness of hocks and correct coming.
Stands correct in front. Shows good movement where the overall ligamentation
should be firmer.

18 VP 3

ROXAMBURG SUMMA ROSE 23/09/18
S:*CH Tuabu Midnight D:*CH Roxamburg Harley's rose
4Mths. Medium size, medium strong, well pigmented female of very good type,
very good head and expression, very good eye colour, very good length of neck,
normal wither, slight rise over the loin, croup is slightly short and steep. Good chest
development, very good forequarter angulations, very good hindquarter angulations,
moves correct going and coming, stands correct in front. Shows good movement.

19 VP 4

KARRAINE MAGICAL MISS MINKA (AI) 11/11/18
S:*Macho Vom Lamorak (Imp Deu) D: CH Karraine Token From Ruby
12 1/2 wks. Strong, substantial, well pigmented female of very good type, very good
head and expression, good balanced proportions. High wither, firm back, croup is short
and steep. Very good angulations of the front and rear, steps correct going and coming,
stands correct in front. Shows good movement.

STOCK COAT MINOR PUPPY BITCH

20 VP 1 ZUMBROZAC FRANKENSTEINEN 28/06/18
S:*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen

D:*Roxamburg Harley's Halo

8 3/4 Mths Medium size, substantial female, medium strong ,well pigmented with
very balanced proportions. Very good head, eyes could be slightly darker, very good
size and shape of ears, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, good croup,

good chest development ,very good forequarter angulations, very good hindquarter angulations, steps correct going and coming, stands correct in front. Shows good movement.
STOCK COAT PUPPY BITCH
21 VP 1 KADAMA RED HOT RAVEN 07/04/18
S:CH*Swartzic Super Bentley D: CH Karraine Rose Gold
10Mths.Medium size, substantial, medium strong, well pigmented female. Very
good body proportions. Very good head and expression, good length of neck, high
long wither, firm back, croup set slightly steep. Good forequarter angulations where
the upper arm could be better angled, good chest proportions, very good hindquarter
angulations, moves correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, elbows
yet to firm, stands correct in front. Shows good movement with strong hindquarter
drive, reach could be freer.

STOCK COAT JUNIOR BITCH

25 VG 1 AMARADA MISSCHIEF MAKIN (AI) 06/02/18
Height 58.5 Chest 28. 12Mths. Above medium size, substantial, well pigmented female
of excellent body proportions. Very good head eye could be darker, very good strength
upper and lower jaw, very good shape and set of ears, strong powerful long neck, high
long wither, straight firm back, very good length and lay of the croup. Balanced chest
proportions, very good forequarter angulations, very good underline, very good hindquarter angulations with strong short hocks. Moves correct going with good firmness
of hocks, correct coming, stands in front. Shows powerful balanced movement with
excellent ring presentation.

22 VG 2

KARRAINE K FOR KARTER 05/10/17
S; Ch*Swartzic Super Bentley D: Karraine Rose Gold

Height 59 Chest 29, 15Mths. Large, strong, substantial female of very good type,
very good head and expression, very good set and shape of ears, very good strength
of upper and lower jaw, good length of neck, high long wither, firm back, Slightly short
and steep croup, good forequarter angulations where the upper arm could be better
angled, good chest development, very good hindquarter angulations, moves correct
going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, stands correct in front. Shows very
good movement with strong hindquarter drive. Shows good reach.

24 VG 3 ROXAMBURG SET TO SPARKLE 12/12/17
S:*Hasenway Montgomery D:*CH Roxamburg Single Lady
Height 59 Chest 27.1/2, 14Mths. Large, medium strong, well pigmented female of good
type, good head and expression, where the eye colour could be darker, good length of
neck, high wither, firm back, croup is slightly short and steep. good chest development,
good forequarter angulations where the upper arm should be better angled, very good
hindquarter angulations. Moves correct going and slightly wide coming, doesn't stand
quite correct in front. Shows good movement with good hindquarter thrust, however
the reach should be freer. Needs to show more confidence in the ring.

STOCK COAT INTERMEDIATE BITCH

26 VG 1 RONANLINE GO WITH THE FLO (AI) 18/03/17
S:*Fremont Hells Bells D:*Glenbala Fantastic Craze
Height 62 Chest 29, 22Mths. Standing on the upper limit of size. Strong, substantial
female of very good type. Very good head , eye could be darker, strong and powerful
upper and lower jaw, good shape of ears, set slightly wide, strong powerful neck, high
long wither, straight firm back, very good croup. Very good chest development, very
good forequarter angulations and very good hindquarter angulations. Moves correct

going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, stands correct in front. Shows strong
powerful movement.
27 VG 2

ROXAMBURG THE CHILL FACTA 05/05/17
S:*Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) D: CH Roxamburg Hot Chilli AZ
Height 58 Chest 27, 21Mths. Above medium size, medium strong female of good type,
good head and expression, eyes could be darker, very good set and shape of ears, good
strength of upper jaw, however the lower jaw is slightly weak, good length of neck,
normal wither, straight firm back, croup is slightly short and steep. Good forequarter
angulations, where the upper arm should be slightly longer, slightly short underchest,
very good hindquarter angulations. Moves correct going and coming, stands correct in
front. Shows good movement however the front reach should be freer. She should
show more confidence.

STOCK COAT STATE BRED BITCH

29 VG 1

AMARADA LITTLE BIT MISCHIEVIOUS (AI) AZ 17/09/13
S:CH*Schneeberg Fire Storm Et Hic D:*Lashadas Mischevious Et
Height 59 Chest 28 .1/2. 5Yrs. Large, substantial, well pigmented bitch of balanced
proportions, strong feminine head with very good expression and desired dark eyes,
very good strength of upper and lower jaw, very well set and shape of ears, long
powerful neck, high long wither, croup is set slightly steep. Balanced chest proportions, very good forequarter angulations, clean long underline. Moves correct going
with very good firmness of hocks, correct coming , stands correct in front. Shows
strong, balanced powerful movement.

STOCK COAT OPEN BITCH

32 VG 1 * FRIEDENTAL SPICES SAFFRON 20/02/17
S: *Schaeferund Rafael D:* Friedental Hot N Spicy
Height 62 Chest 29. Almost 2Yrs old. Stands on the upper limit of size. Strong and
substantial, well pigmented female of very good type. Good head and expression,
good set and shape of ears, very good length of neck, high long wither, firm back,
very good croup that could be slightly longer. Good chest development, the upper
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations. Moves correct going and
coming, stands correct in front. Shows very good movement, however the reach
could be freer.

SC CHALLENGE BITCH: 25

SC RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH: 29

SC BEST OF BREED:

12

SC RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED 25

BEST IN SHOW :

12

R/UP BEST IN SHOW:

25

BEST BABY PUPPY IN SHOW: 4
BEST MINOR PUPPY IN SHOW : 20
BEST PUPPY IN SHOW:

21

BEST JUNIOR LSC IN SHOW: 1
BEST JUNIOR IN SHOW : 25
BEST INTERMEDIATE IN SHOW: 11
BEST STATE BRED IN SHOW :
BEST OPEN IN SHOW:

29

12

VOLSCAIN PERPETUALTROPHY: (Awarded to Best stock coat bitch) 25
ELSASS EVIL ERROL MEMORIAL TROPHY (Awarded to Best stock coat puppy)

